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ABSTRACT

Bioinformatics experiments are usually represented using
scientific workflows in which tasks are chained together forming very intricate and nested graph structures. In the meantime, the number of tools available to guide users in the design and execution of workflows has increased a lot. Such
tools all perform intrinsically complex operations on workflow graphs making them difficult to use on intricate structures. While scientific workflows systems deal with general
graph workflows (DAGs), several tools for workflow management have chosen to impose restrictions, namely considering
series-parallel (SP) graphs to gain both in efficiency and usability. There is thus a crucial need to provide systems able
to transform any DAG workflow into an SP workflow while
preserving the meaning of the original workflow: This is the
goal of the SPFlow approach that we demonstrate here.
Availability: SPFlow is available for use at
http://www.lri.fr/∼chenj/SPFlow

1. MOTIVATION
Scientific workflows management systems (e.g., [10, 7]) are
increasingly used to specify and manage bioinformatics experiments represented by workflows that can be shared and
reused. A workflow specification is a framework for the execution, specifying the set of tasks to be performed and the
order of tasks executions. According to the input data given
to the workflow, different workflow runs are obtained. Both
workflows and runs are represented as graphs. In this work,
our assumptions are based on the behavior of most of the
scientific workflow systems: runs have the same structure as
the workflow specifications; there is no cycle in the structures; every workflow graph has a source s and a target t,
such that every vertex is on a path from s to t; tasks are
deterministic: given a set of inputs a given task will always
produce the same outputs. Figure 1 provides (a) an example
of workflow specification from Taverna [10], (b) its representation as a graph and (c) an example of run.

Figure 1: (a) Taverna workflow; (b) specification
graph; (c) run graph

A significant number of tools have been developed to assist
the design of workflows, search for the workflows available
in repositories, help in the process of storing, querying and
visualizing provenance information, and (re)schedule executions. These tools all make intrinsically complex operations
on graph structures (e.g., search for (sub)graphs, comparing
graphs) and their use may become particularly difficult when
the workflow structure taken as input is too intricate. From
a more formal point of view, such complex graph operations,
if carried out on Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) lead to
NP-hard problems. Instead, these problems can be solved
in polynomial time when specific restrictions are imposed,
such as considering series-parallel (SP) structures [12].
Several approaches [3, 8] have shown that using SP workflows allows to design more user-friendly workflows and provide more efficient execution settings. Others [1, 5], in
particular in the domain of provenance information management, have even chosen to restrict workflow graphs to
SP structures. However, workflows obtained using popular
workflow systems are DAGs with any structure. Developing
an approach able to rewrite any workflow DAG into an SP
graph would allow to better exploit all the workflow management tools. The rewriting should preserve the meaning
of the workflow which is captured by the provenance of the
outputs of its execution: Given some input data, the original workflow and the rewritten workflow should provide the
same intermediate and final data. This is achieved by the
SPFlow approach introduced in [6] that we will demonstrate
in the present paper.

After a brief introduction of the workflow and provenance
models used in SPFlow, we will present the architecture of
the system and give a sketch for the demonstration.

2. SP WORKFLOWS AND PROVENANCE
2.1 Workflow Model
As stated in the previous section, a workflow specification is
a directed acyclic labeled multigraph (dag) with one single
source and one single target (st-dag). Vertices represent the
workflow tasks and edges represent the data flow between
tasks. Formal definitions are provided here.
A workflow specification is an st-dag Gspec = (Vspec , Espec )
where Vspec is a set of labeled vertices and Espec is a multiset
of labeled edges that are ordered pairs of vertices of Vspec .
A workflow run is an st-dag Grun = (Vrun , Erun ) whose
source is s(Grun ) and target is t(Grun ). Vertices and edges
are labeled using the functions Lvr : Vrun → LV R , where
LV R is a set of labels for vertices, and Ler : Erun → LER ,
where LER is a set of labels for edges. We will note x̃ the
label of vertex x, i.e. Lvr (x) = x̃ and di the label of edge
ei , i.e. Ler (ei ) = di .
Figure 1 (b) (resp. (c)) is the graph corresponding to the
workflow specification (resp. run) of Figure 1 (a).
Intuitively, SP-graphs can be easily decomposed into series
and parallel components.
The class of series-parallel graphs (SP-graphs) is recursively defined as follows:
(i) The st-dag that contains two vertices s and t joined by a
single edge is an SP-graph (Basic SP graph);
(ii) Series and Parallel Composition: let G1 (source s1
and target t1 ) and G2 (source s2 and target t2 ) be two SPgraphs: G obtained by identifying s2 = t1 is an SP-graph
with source s1 and target t2 (Series Composition); G obtained by identifying s1 = s2 , t1 = t2 is an SP-graph with
source s1 and target t1 (Parallel Composition).
Determining whether a graph has an SP structure can be
performed in linear time [12]. Moreover, it has been proven
that an st-dag is series-parallel if and only if it does not
contain a subgraph homeomorphic to the forbidden pattern of Figure 2 (a). Presence of vertex u in the forbidden
pattern prevents from ranking the vertices within series and
parallel order, making the forbidden pattern being non SP.
Such a critical vertex is called a reduction node [2].
In Figure 1 (b, c), vertex #4 is a reduction node: such graphs
are thus non SP.

2.2 Provenance model
In this work, we are interested in the meaning of the workflow as given by the provenance of its execution outputs.
Two workflows have the same meaning if, given some input
data, they both produce the same intermediate and final
data i.e. they are provenance-equivalent. In this section, we
will present the underlying provenance model of SPFlow.
The provenance of a data item labeling an edge is the ordered sequence of tasks performed to produce this data, and

Figure 2: Forbidden pattern

input data to each task. Deep provenance describes the entire sequence of steps that produced the data [3].
Formally, let Grun = (Vrun , Erun ) be a run, with its sets
of labels for vertices and edges. We consider regular expressions built on LV R ∪ LER , using operations “+” and “·”.
Both operations are associative, “+” is commutative and “·”
is distributive over “+”. Operation “·” allows to track the
succession of the tasks, while “+” denotes the alternative
data paths reaching a task. We consider here the semiring
(2(LV R ∪LER )∗ , ·, +) rather than the polynomial semiring [9]
because the execution order must be taken into account in
our context [6] (in our regular expressions, the “·” operation
is not commutative).
Let u ∈ Vrun , u 6= s(Grun ), with Lvr (u) = ũ; f ∈ Erun one
outgoing edge of u with Ler (f ) = d; ei ∈ Erun , 1 ≤ i ≤ p
the incoming edges of u, with Ler (ei ) = di .
The Deep Provenance of f in Grun is recursively defined
by the regular expression:
DP rov(f ) = ũ · (d1 · DP rov(e1 ) + . . . + dp · DP rov(ep ))
The base case occurs when u =s(Grun ) and f is an outgoing
edge of s: DP rov(f ) = s̃.
Note that given a run Grun and a vertex u, all the outgoing
edges of u have the same provenance, as they are all outputs
of the same task.
Consider the graph Gr of Figure 2 (a). DP rov(e5 ) = ṽ · (d2 ·
DP rov(e2 ) + d3 · DP rov(e3 )) = ... = ṽ · (d2 · s̃ + d3 · ũ · d1 · s̃).
Output Provenance of a Run. Given a run Grun , its
output provenance, noted by OutP rov(Gr ), is defined by
the sum of the deep provenances of all the incoming edges
of the target.
Continuing with Figure 2 (a), the output provenance of Gr is
the sum of the provenances of e4 and e5 . Using associativity
of “·” and “+” we get OutP rov(Gr ) = (d4 · ũ · d1 · s̃) + (d5 ·
ṽ · (d3 · ũ · d1 · s̃ + d2 · s̃)).
We want to transform a non SP workflow run into another
that has an SP structure and the same meaning as the original workflow run. We thus require the two graphs to have
the same output provenance.
Provenance-equivalence Let Gr1 , Gr2 be two runs. Gr1
prov
and Gr2 are provenance-equivalent, noted Gr1 ⇔ Gr2 ,
iff OutP rov(Gr1 ) = OutP rov(Gr2 ).

Figure 3: Architecture of SPFlow
Consider graphs Gr (a) and G′r (b) of Figure 2 where G′r
(b) is obtained by using SPFlow on Gr (a). In G′r : u is
duplicated into u′ with the same label (ũ= ũ′ ), edge e1 is
duplicated into e′1 with the same label (Ler (e1 ) = Ler (e′1 ) =
d1 ), and similarly for e4 and e′4 .

Figure 4: Loading a workflow in SPFlow

Therefore OutP rov(G′r ) = (d4 · ũ·d1 ·s̃) + (d5 ·ṽ·(d3 · ũ·d1 ·s̃+
prov
d2 · s̃)), which is exactly OutP rov(Gr ). Thus: Gr ⇔ G′r .

3. SPFLOW ARCHITECTURE
SPFlow transforms any workflow having a non SP structure
into a provenance-equivalent SP structured workflow. The
architecture of SPFlow is provided on Figure 3 and described
here after. SPFlow makes use of Workflow Specifications
and Provenance Information provided by users or workflow
systems. The current version of SPFlow is able to rewrite
real workflows from the Taverna system (other systems are
under consideration). The T avernaLoader module is thus
responsible for loading the workflow into the SPFlow internal graph structure. SP Checker then determines whether
or not the workflow taken in has an SP structure and provides a report with graph features, including the identification of reduction nodes (if any). If the workflow is not SP, it
is sent to SP Builder which then creates a new provenanceequivalent workflow graph having some duplicated vertices
compared to the original workflow, following the process described in [6]. Finally, the T avernaLoader module produces
the rewritten workflow into the Taverna XML format and
makes it available to the user.
Users communicate with the system by loading and interacting with original and rewritten workflows.

4. DEMONSTRATION
Our demonstration will highlight the following features.
Loading Data: Users may load a workflow specification into
the system (see Figure 4). SPFlow will display the original picture of the workflow from myExperiment [11] if available (left panel), determine (using SPChecker) the reduction
nodes (if any) and highlight them (central panel). A report
on graph features is produced (metadata on the workflow,
right panel).
Rewriting of the workflow : SPFlow (using SPBuilder) transforms any non SP workflow into an SP workflow (see Figure
5). Both workflows will be displayed and duplicated vertices
highlighted.

Figure 5: Provenance information in SPFlow

Provenance information: By clicking on an edge between
two tasks, the user can visualize the provenance information
(see Figure 5) of the data flowing on that edge not only
on the initial workflow but also on the rewritten workflow
(showing that both workflows are provenance-equivalent).
The formal expression associated to provenance information
is also displayed (bottom panel).
Running rewritten workflows: Any workflow rewritten by
SPFlow can be opened in Taverna. We will show how it can
be run and we will demonstrate that both workflow versions
(non SP and SP) provide the same results for the same input
(equivalence property).
On the benefit of using SP-workflows: We will take the example of the Zoom*userview system (ZOOM for short) [3]
that takes in a workflow and a set of tasks of interest for the
user (other tasks are usually formatting tasks) and provides
a user view, that is, a view of the workflow composed of
a set of composite tasks. Each composite task contains at
most one significant task and takes its meaning. The difficulty for ZOOM lies in ensuring that no data dependencies
between significant composite tasks is introduced or lost by
the grouping process (i.e. consider two relevant tasks t1 and
t2 : t1 consumes the data produced by t2 if and only if the
composite task containing t1 consumes the data produced
by the composite task containing t2 ).
In Figure 6, the user has specified two tasks of interest
to him (namely, blast-report and Fasta-sequence). Based

Why would this demo be interesting for the scientific database community? Recent keynote talks, tutorials and research papers from the scientific database community show that (i) scientific workflows play a crucial role in
data integration, (ii) data is increasingly graph-structured,
and (iii) provenance is a particularly challenging topic.
Techniques to reduce the native complexity of classical operations on graph structures and improve the readability of
the workflows are thus of increasing interest.
This demonstration is at the intersection of these topic areas, and provides a provenance-based rewriting technique
that is theoretically and practically interesting to the scientific database community.

5.

Figure 6: (A) non SP and (B) SP version of the
workflow in ZOOM. User views are displayed on the
right while full workflows are on the left.

on the original workflow (figure 6 (A)), ZOOM designs the
user view on the right, which is composed of three composite tasks, one focused on blast-report (R-blast report
which contains M0 , M5 , M4 and M1 ), another on fastaSequence (R-fastaSequence which contains only M2 ) and unfortunately one task with no significance for the user (NR1 which contains M6 and M3 ). Note that introducing the
tasks of NR-1 into one of the two significant composite tasks
would have introduced misleading data dependencies: e.g.,
if M3 and M6 were put into R-fastaSequence then from the
user view perspective the edge e3 would have been displayed
from R-fastaSequence to R-blast report, giving the feeling to
the user that data provided by R-fastaSequence is used by
R-blast report while it was not the case in the original workflow. It has been proved in [4] that such a situation (having
to introduce a composite task without any significance for
the user to preserve provenance) can be avoided when SP
structures are used while it is not possible for general DAGs.
In Figure 6 (B), the rewriting process of SPFlow has duplicated M6 and M3 from workflow (A) into M11 M8 and
M9 M12 in workflow (B). As a consequence, the user view
designed by ZOOM is only based on significant composite
tasks (R-blast report which contains M11 , M13 , M9 , M7 ,
M15 and M14 , and R-fastaSequence which contains M8 , M1 2
and M10 ). Such a workflow is then more user-friendly. In
particular, each of the two composite tasks takes in now only
user input and is then clearly easier to share and (re)use in
another context.
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